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To assess the feasibility of a oupled ele trodynami tether / ele trostati propulsion
system (CETEP) under dierent onditions, numeri al investigations are ondu ted at
the Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme (Institute of Spa e Systems, IRS) of the Universität
Stuttgart. CETEP has been proposed by the European Spa e Agen y (ESA) in order
to over ome the limitations of traditional ele trodynami tether systems with respe t to
attainable thrust levels and dependen e from lo al plasma onditions in the ionosphere.
A three-dimensional Parti le in Cell (PIC) approa h is used to simulate the parti les in
the vi inity of the tether system. The PIC s heme is part of a numeri al method whi h is
jointly developed by IRS, IAG (Institute of Aerodynami s and Gas Dynami s, Universität
Stuttgart), HLRS (High Performan e Computing Center Stuttgart) and IHM (Institute of
Pulsed Power and Mi rowave Te hnology, Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe in der HelmholtzGemeins haft) in order to approximately solve the Boltzmann equation for rareed, nonontinuum plasma ows. The modeling on ept and methods are des ribed and validation
test results are reported.
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CETEP Coupled Ele trodynami

A

Tether / Ele trostati

I.

Propulsion

Introdu tion

traditional ele trodynami tether generates thrust by driving a

The

ondu ting wire extended from a spa e raft orbiting a
urrent intera ts with the magneti

urrent through a several kilometers long,

elestial body with a magneti

eld, e. g. Earth.

eld and the resulting Lorentz for e generates thrust for the spa e-

raft at the expense of ele tri al energy. Sin e the movement of the tether indu es a voltage in the opposite
dire tion, the voltage driving the

urrent has to be high enough to not only over ome the resistan e of

the wire but also the indu ed voltage, whi h

an rea h several hundred volts per kilometer.

to other spa e propulsion systems, this te hnique requires no propellant and

In

ontrast

ould be used for a multitude

of appli ations, like spa e station orbit maintenan e, satellite orbit boosts and the propulsion of planetary
probes.
The thrust generated by su h an ele trodynami
through the tether and the magneti
tether

tether system is proportional to the

eld strength. Sin e no

urrent have to be a quired externally. This

losed

an be a hieved by

urrent driven

ir uit exists, the ele trons forming the
olle ting ele trons from the surround-

ing ionosphere at one end of the tether and emitting them at the other end. Therefore, the possible
and thrust are highly dependent on the ability to extra t the ele trons from the ionospheri
way to

olle t ele trons is by using a passive, biased metalli

sphere as an anode. This method was tested

on board the TSS-1R (Tethered Satellite System). While the
by the standard Parker-Murphy model, whi h takes into a
0.35 A at a bias of about 1 kV were rea hed.
to rea h e. g. 2 A in the same ionospheri
the disadvantage of high aerodynami

olle ted

urrent ex eeded the one predi ted

ount the dominant magneti

ee ts, only about

1 This indi ates that a voltage of approximately 35 kV is needed

onditions whi h would translate into a requirement of 70 kW for

a thrust of 0.3 N with a 10 km tether in a Low Earth Orbit.
Another way to

urrent

plasma. One

2 Additionally, a spheri al passive olle tor has

drag.

olle t the ele trons is to use plasma

onta tors, su h as hollow

athodes, as a tive anodes.

The Plasma Motor Generator (PMG) experiment used an a tive anode, and rea hed 0.3 A under a 130 V
bias and optimal

onditions.

1 The urrent showed a strong dependen e on ionospheri

onditions with lower

urrents espe ially in the nighttime part of the orbit. Lo al ele tron density in the ionosphere u tuates
strongly (up to two orders of magnitude) with the time of day and e. g. sunspot a tivity, leading to unpredi table and highly dependent
In order to in rease the

urrent

olle tion abilities.

urrent driven through the tether and at the same time a hieve a higher degree of

independen e from the lo al plasma

onditions, it would be advantageous if the ele trons were generated on

board the spa e raft and dire tly driven through the tether without having to be

olle ted from the plasma

rst.
This

an be a hieved by using an ion thruster to generate the ele trons.

propellant (e. g. Xenon) is ionized and the positively
ions are a

elerated by a negatively

Within an ion thruster, a

harged ions are emitted, retaining the ele trons. The

harged grid and provide the thrust while the ele trons are emitted

downstream into the ion beam by an ele tron sour e  the neutralizer  in order to prevent spa e raft
harging. If an ion thruster is pla ed at one end of the tether and the neutralizer is pla ed at the other end,
as depi ted in Fig. 1, the neutralizing
need to

urrent ows through the tether and provides propulsion without the

olle t ele trons from the surrounding plasma. The

urrent is equivalent to the ion thruster's beam

urrent, therefore rea hing about 3-4 A or more, depending on the thruster type and number of thrusters
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used. If the ion thruster emits in the appropriate dire tion it also
the system. As with a traditional ele trodynami
in reased

urrent through the tether.

This so- alled

(CETEP) system was proposed by ESA.

ontributes to the thrust generated by

tether, additional power would be required to drive the

2
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Figure 1. CETEP operating prin iple: Neutralizer deployed (left) or on the satellite (right)
While su h a system is feasible in theory, it has never been tested. Therefore, the behavior of ele trons
and ions after leaving the neutralizer and the thruster is being studied at the Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme
(IRS) at the Universität Stuttgart using a numeri al parti le approa h. The intera tion of emitted parti les
with ea h other and with the external ele tromagneti
(like Earth's magneti

elds, the tether itself, the surrounding

onditions

eld) and the ele tron and ion sour es will be modeled to study the fun tioning and

feasibility of a CETEP system.
A

ooperation between IRS, IAG (Institute of Aerodynami s and Gas Dynami s, Universität Stuttgart),

HLRS (High Performan e Computing Center Stuttgart) and IHM (Institute of Pulsed Power and Mi rowave
Te hnology, Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemeins haft) has been formed in order to
develop a hybrid parti le s heme for approximately solving the Boltzmann equation for rareed and rea tive

3 This s heme will in lude ollisions and short range oulomb intera tions between parti les whi h

plasmas.

will be negle ted in the

ase of the CETEP system due to the low parti le densities en ountered. If ne essary,

they will be in luded at a later point in the study, though. The need for a three-dimensional des ription and
the large

omputational domain require optimization and parallelization of the

use high performan e

ode in order to ee tively

omputer systems.

II.
Due to the low densities, no

Modeling

ontinuous velo ity distribution fun tion

an be assumed. Therefore, a
1019 s−1 . Sin e the
15
omputational domain for CETEP has to be very large, the number of ions to be simulated is at least 10 .

parti le based approa h is being used.
Even with the fastest

A typi al ion ux of an ion thruster is about

urrently available

omputer systems it is not feasible to simulate every physi al par-

ti le. Therefore, so- alled ma ro parti les are simulated, where ea h ma ro parti le represents a user dened
number of physi al parti les.
The magneti

eld indu ed by the tether

urrent has an ee t on the emitted parti les as well as on the

parti les in the ionosphere, espe ially the lighter ele trons. Also, the parti les emitted by the neutralizer
and the ion thruster intera t with ea h other, so that it is essential to not only

onsider the external elds

but also the elds generated by the parti les themselves.
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The type of neutralizer, i. e.

the method of emitting ele trons, is expe ted to heavily inuen e the pos-

sible development of a spa e

harge near the neutralizer.

Ele trons

an be emitted non-dire tionally or

uni-dire tionally. Also, it should theoreti ally be possible to employ a se ond ion thruster as neutralizer.
This se ond ion thruster would generate thrust using negative ions, thereby emitting the ex ess ele trons
from the rst ion thruster. Due to their higher mass and velo ity, ions are inuen ed less by the various
ele tromagneti

elds and therefore are less in lined to form a

harge

loud.

The environment in a Low Earth Orbit has additional ee ts on the emitted ions and ele trons. Earth's
magneti

eld exerts a

al ele tromagneti

j×B

Lorentz for e on the parti les and the lo al plasma generates additional lo-

elds. It has to be determined whether these have an inuen e on the performan e of

CETEP and need to be modeled as well.
To simulate the parti le behavior, a Parti le-in-Cell (PIC) approa h is used. Within a PIC s heme, parti le movement and the self- onsistent determination of the lo al ele tri
Figure 2 shows the iteration of one time step of a PIC s heme.
omputational domain, the

harge and

and magneti

elds are de oupled.

Given a parti le distribution within the

urrent densities dene the ele tromagneti

their values at the parti le positions have to be assigned to node or

eigenelds. Therefore,

ell values on a

omputational grid for

the eld solver, where they a t as sour e terms. This eld solver is the essential step of the PIC s heme
and the fo us of the present work.

It

omputes the

~E

and

~ -elds
B

in the

ells, after whi h they have

to be evaluated at the parti le positions to determine the Lorentz for es a ting on the

harged parti les.

Hen e, the eld values have to be extrapolated from grid positions to parti le positions with the desired
order of a

ura y. The Lorentz solver then determines the a

eleration of the parti les. Afterwards, they are

moved in a separate pushing step. At this point, other parts of the jointly developed s heme
additional a
taking into a

elerations due to e. g.
ount relativisti

(e. g. removal or ree tion) are

an

ontribute

ollisions. The parti les are advan ed using the usual laws of dynami s,

ee ts. Within a

ombined routine, appli able parti le boundary

onditions

onsidered and the parti les are lo alized on the grid. This yields the new

parti le distribution on the grid as the starting point for the next

y le.

Field Solver

( ρ,j )Grid (E,B)Grid
Interpolation

Summation

(E,B)

(x,v)Particle( ρ,j )Grid

Grid

(E,B)

Particle

∆t
Lorentz Solver

Localization,
Boundary Cond.

(E,B)

( ∆v )

Particle

Particle

Particle Push
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(x,v)

Particle

Particle

Figure 2. Parti le-in-Cell time step y le
III.
A

ording to the law of dynami s for

and the velo ity
indu tion

~:
B

~v

Field Solvers

harged parti les, the for e

F~

on a given parti le with the

is determined by the Lorentz for e and depends on the ele tri

F~

eld

~ + ~v × B].
~
= q[E
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~
E

harge

q

and the magneti

(1)

The di ulties in employing the Lorentz equations arise from the fa t that the ele tri
magneti

~
B

indu tion

are not given expli itly. They have to be

eld

~
E

and the

al ulated at ea h time step from Maxwell's

equations

~
∂E
~
− c2 ∇ × B
∂t
~
∂B
~
+ ∇×E
∂t

= −

~j
,
ǫ0

(2)

=

0,

(3)

~
∇·E

=

ρ
,
ǫ0

(4)

~
∇·B

=

0,

(5)

where the ele tri permittivity ǫ0 and magneti permeability µ0 are related to the speed of light c a ording
ǫ0 µ0 c2 = 1. For given harge and urrent densities ρ and ~j , Maxwell's equations des ribe the temporal

to

and spatial evolution of the ele tri

eld

~
E

and the magneti

Two methods of obtaining these ele tromagneti

indu tion

~.
B

elds from the parti le distribution have been imple-

mented and will be presented here. Both methods are nite volume s hemes on unstru tured grids. While
they show promising results in preliminary tests (see se tion IV), further investigations are ne essary in order
to validate and verify them for the simulation of CETEP.

A.

Maxwell Solver

The divergen e

onstraints (4) and (5) are automati ally satised for all times if the initial values satisfy

these relations. Therefore, it would be su ient to solve the hyperboli
Unfortunately, numeri al errors may o
at ea h time step. If only the hyperboli

evolution equations are numeri ally solved, then these errors may

in rease and strongly falsify the solution.
and (5) have to be

For a self- onsistent movement of

harged parti les, Eqs. (4)

oupled with Eqs. (2) and (3). In the Generalized Lagrange Multiplier approa h,

additional variables

Φ(~x, t) and Ψ(~x, t) are introdu

oupling terms may be
then it

evolution equations (2) and (3) only.

ur in the simulation, leading to small errors being introdu ed

ed into Maxwell's equations to

hosen su h that a purely hyperboli

system

4 two

ouple the equations. The

an be formed. If the errors are zero,

oin ides with the original Maxwell's equations. The Purely Hyperboli

Maxwell (PHM) equations

system then reads as

~
∂E
~ + χc2 ∇Φ =
− c2 ∇ × B
∂t
~
∂B
~ + γ∇Ψ =
+ ∇×E
∂t
~ + 1 ∂Φ =
∇·E
χ ∂t
~ + 1 ∂Ψ
∇·B
γc2 ∂t
where the dimensionless positive parameters
errors

Φ

and

Ψ.

mentioned above,
This

These new variables

Φ(~x, t)

ouple the divergen e

χ

=

−

~j
,
ǫ0

(6)

0,

(7)

ρ
,
ǫ0

(8)

0,

(9)

γ represent the transportation oe ients for the lo
Ψ(~x, t) dene two additional degrees of freedom and,

and

and

al
as

onditions (4), (5) to the evolution equations (2), (3).

orre tion te hnique ensures that divergen e errors within the ele tromagneti

annot in rease and falsify the numeri al simulation results.

PIC

omputation

The method has already been des ribed in

46 and is only presented here in order to provide a omparison to the solver des ribed below.

detail

B.

Poisson Solver

A signi ant disadvantage of the Maxwell solver des ribed in the last se tion is that the time step usually
is very small sin e the elds expand at the velo ity of light. This requires that within one time step the
−12
eld an at most move a fra tion of the ell size, resulting in time steps of e. g. about 10
s for ell
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dimensions of about

1

m. This leads to a huge number of iteration steps for problems with a larger time

frame. Therefore, the method is feasible for problems with a short duration or small dimensions, like the
simulation of a pulsed plasma thruster,

3 but less so for the simulation of CETEP. Additionally, in the ase

of CETEP, the stationary solution is of interest and the speed of the simulated parti les is assumed to be
low in

omparison to the speed of light. Hen e, the time dependent parts of the Maxwell equations

negle ted. Introdu ing the ele tri

φ

potential

~
E
and the magneti

~
A

ve tor potential

an be

with

with

=

− ∇φ

(10)

~ = ∇×A
~
B

(11)

leads to Poisson's equations

∇2 φ =
where the three

omponents of

~ and ~j
A

ρ
ǫ0

−

~ =
∇2 A

and

are de oupled and

∇2 Ax,y,z

=

− µ0~j,

an be written as three seperate Poisson equations:

− µ0 jx,y,z

(13)

In order to solve these equations, a nite volume approa h is used.
volume of a

ell yields

Z

∇2 φ dV

=

V
With Gauss's Law, the left hand side

Z
S

Z

−

ρ
dV.
ǫ0

∇ φ dV

=

Z

∇ · ∇φ dV

=

V

is the surfa e of the element and

i

~n

at the sides of the

Qi

(15)

the normal of the surfa e pointing outwards.

∇φi,j ~ni,j Si,j

Numeri al

=

−

is the

Qi
ǫ0

harge of the parti les within the

(16)

ell

i

and

φi,j

denotes the gradient of

ell.

The dire t determination of these gradients is
gradient at a

∇φ ~n dS,

S

j

φ

I

(see Fig. 3) leads to

X
for the four sides j, where

(14)

an be written as

2

approximation on a tetrahedron

Integration of Eq. (12) over the

V

V
where

(12)

ell side

∇φi,k

an be

ostly on unstru tured grids. A

ording to Blazek,

omputed from the gradients of the two neighboring

ells

∇φi

and

7 the

∇φk

using the relation

∇φi,k = ∇φi,k − [∇φi,k ~ri,k − (
where
the

~ri,k

ell

is the unit ve tor from the

enters.

∇φi,k

enter of

ell

i

to the

φk − φi
)]~ri,k ,
li,k

enter of

ell

k

and li,k is the distan e between

denotes the mathemati al average of the gradients in the

∇φi,k =
To determine the gradients

∇φi

and

∇φk ,

(17)

ell

1
(∇φi + ∇φk ).
2

a linear ansatz in luding the adja ent

used with a least squares approa h to solve the resulting overdetermined system.
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(18)
ell

enters

ould be

i,k
X

i

k

Figure 3. Gradient at i,k: The ross marks the lo ation where the gradient
at the side between the tetrahedrons i and k is evaluated.
Howere, using the Voronoi dual of the Delaunay triangulation, a signi antly less
possible. On a Delaunay grid, no node of the grid is allowed to be inside the
The

ir um enters of the tetrahedrons

shows this

an then be

on ept for the two-dimensional

the sides of the

ostly approa h is

ir umsphere of any tetrahedron.

onne ted to form the so- alled Voronoi

ase. A Voronoi

ell

ells are always orthogonal to the grid edges

8 this orthogonality leads to

ontains all the points

ells. Figure 4

losest to a node and

onne ting the nodes. Following Gatsonis and

Spirkin,

∇φi,k · ~ni,k
where
(16)

i

and

k

denote the Voronoi

ells

=

φk − φi
,
li,k

(19)

orresponding to the nodes of the original tetrahedral grid. Equation

an then dire tly be written as

X

(φk − φi )

k

Si,k
li,k

shifting the nite volume approa h from the tetrahedral

=

−

Qi
,
ǫ0

ells to the Voronoi

approa h is that only meshes with the Delaunay triangulation

(20)

ells. The disadvantage of this

an be used. Sin e the

omputational domain

for CETEP in spa e has no geometri ally dened borders su h as walls, it is expe ted that a Delaunay grid
an always be

onstru ted. This needs to be investigated further, though, espe ially with regard to lo al

grid renement.

k

i

Figure 4. Voronoi Cells (in red) at the nodes of a triangular mesh obtained
by onne ting the ir um enters of the triangles. The fa es of the voronoi
ells are then orthogonal to the sides of the triangles and halve them. In the
three-dimensional ase, the same approa h is used on tetrahedrons.
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Evaluation of Eq. (20) at ea h node yields the linear equation system



M



·


φ1
φ2
...
φN







=

1
ǫ0







Q1
Q2
...
QN







(21)

A · x = b format and is
~ , the same prin iples are
A
~ , the matrix M
for φ and A

with the sparsely populated matrix M. This equation system has the standard
solved using a suitable equation system solver. To
applied to ea h of the three

omponents of

~.
A

al ulate the ve tor potential

As long as the grid is the same

is equal for the potential and the three ve tor potential
The

~
E

and

~
B

elds are

now known values for

omponents, whi h signi antly speeds up

al ulation.

al ulated from the (ve tor) potential using a linear least squares approa h. The

φ, Ax , Ay

and

Az

at ea h node and its neighboring nodes are used to

gradients at the node. From these gradients, the elds

ompute their

an be derived dire tly using Eqs. (10) and (11).

Currently, only Diri hlet boundary onditions are implemented for the Poisson Solver. The given potential
is dire tly applied to the boundary nodes and the resulting fa tor is added to the right-hand side of Eq. (21).
Other boundary
or Neumann

onditions, e. g. the extrapolation of potential values from the grid towards the boundary

onditions, are possible and will be implemented as the need arises.

IV.

Validation Results

Sin e the PIC method de ouples parti le movement and eld
arately. In order to validate the

omputation, they

ode, the numeri al solution of a given test

analyti al solution. To be able to obtain su h an analyti al solution, test
parti les have been

1
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0.1
0

ompared to the

ases with only one or two ma ro

hosen, whi h allows validation of the methods on a basi

0.9

an be investigated sep-

ase has to be

0.1
0

5E-08
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1E-07

0
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Figure 5. Movement of an ele tron within a onstant
ele tri eld in x-dire tion.

Figure 6. Movement of an ele tron within a onstant
magneti eld in z-dire tion.

Lorentz Solver and Parti le Movement:

the motion of a single parti le within
analyti ally

al ulated motion. A

To validate the parti le movement due to the Lorentz for e,

onstant, homogeneous ele tromagneti

elerating a parti le by an external ele tri

elds is

eld of

results in the parabola in Fig. 5, depi ting the position of the parti le over time.
magneti

ompared to the

500 V/m in

x-dire tion

Applying an external

eld to a moving parti le results in a ir ular motion in the plane orthogonal to the magneti eld.
−6
T in z-dire tion and a parti le velo ity
Figure 6 shows su h a motion in a onstant eld of about 16 · 10
6
of 10 m/s. In Fig. 7, the L2 error norm of the movement is plotted against time step size, whi h is hosen
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proportional to the grid

ell size, showing that the parti le movement is of se ond order a

L2 Error Norm

urrently implemented leapfrog-s heme introdu ed by Boris.

10
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10
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9

ura y due to the

-9

10 -12
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-11

10
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10

-9

10

-8

10

-7

dt

Figure 7. L2 error norm for dierent time step sizes dt [s℄, depi ting se ond order a ura y
Field Solver: The validation of the Maxwell solver has already been dis ussed in previous works.

5, 6 In

order to validate the Poisson eld solver, the elds generated by a single (ma ro) parti le are ompared to
10
ele trons is pla ed
onsisting of 10
7
in the enter of the omputational domain at (0.5,0.5,0.5) with a velo ity of 10 m/s in y-dire tion. The

their analyti al solutions. In the following examples, a ma ro parti le
potential generated by a the parti le at an arbitrary point is

φ(~r) =
where
the

~r

al ulated with

1
Q
· ,
4πǫ0 |r|

is the ve tor from the parti le to the point and Q is the

omputed potential in

interpolated, i. e.
exists, whi h

(22)
harge of the parti le. Figure 8 depi ts

omparison to the analyti al solution. Note that the values inside a

ell are not

onstant, resulting in the steps in the potential. At the parti le position itself, a singularity

annot be resolved by the solver. The ele tri

1
Q
~r
· 2·
.
4πǫ0 |r| |r|

~ r) =
E(~
Figure 9 shows the

Ex -eld along a line in x-dire

eld of the parti le at a given point then is

(23)

tion through the parti le position. Close to the singularity,

the error of the solver in reases due to the in reasing gradient of the potential. At the parti le position itself,
the eld vanishes so that the parti le theoreti ally is not a

elerated by its own eld. Pra ti ally, numeri al

errors prevent the eld from being exa tly zero at the parti le position, so a small a
present. This error s ales with the

eleration is always

harge of the parti le, possibly leading to problems with extremely large

ma ro parti le fa tors. Sin e the elds of all other parti les s ale at the same rate, though, this should not
pose a problem in simulations with a multitude of parti les. Also, the eld at the parti le position is of the
same order of a

Bz -eld

ura y as in the rest of the domain and de reases with de reasing

ell sizes. Comparing the

along a line in y-dire tion with the analyti al solution

~ r ) = µ0 · Q(~v × ~r/|r|) · ~r .
B(~
4π
|r|2
|r|
yields Fig. 10.

It shows the same behavior regarding the errors at the parti le position and

singularity as the ele tri
Complete Solver:

(24)

lose to the

eld.

In order to validate the

oupling of the eld solver and the parti le movement, the

ir ular motion of an ele tron around a proton is simulated. Due to its larger mass, the proton is basi ally
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motionless and its ele tri

eld for es the ele tron into an orbit. Equating the Lorentz for e and the

trifugal for e, the ele tron velo ity for a
the velo ity is about

28 km/s

ir ular orbit

with a radius of

0.32 m

en-

an be

al ulated. In the example shown in Fig. 11,
10
and a proton ma ro parti le fa tor of 10 .
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Figure 8. Ele tri potential φ of an ele tron ma ro
parti le (points) in omparison to the analyti al solution (line).

Figure 9. Ex eld of an ele tron ma ro parti le
(points) in omparison to the analyti al solution
(line).
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Figure 10. Bz eld of an ele tron ma ro partile (points) in omparison to the analyti al solution
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Figure 11. Ele tron ir ling a proton ma ro parti le
due to its ele tri eld.

V.
In order to assess the feasibility of

Summary and Outlook
oupled ele trodynami

tether / ele tri

are being investigated numeri ally at the IRS. A PIC s heme is used to

propulsion systems, they

ompute the movement of parti les

depending on their self-elds and external elds. Sin e a dire t simulation of all ions and ele trons present
in the vi inity of the tether is far from being possible, ma ro parti les are used, with ea h ma ro parti le
representing a number of physi al parti les.
by

Dierent eld solvers have been implemented and validated

omparison with the analyti al solution of basi

test

ases and the results have been reported. Further
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investigations are ne essary to ensure

orre t results on various grids and with larger problems. Preliminary

investigations of small and in reasingly larger CETEP systems will be

ondu ted. The results of these tests

will determine the approa h to simulating large tether systems, espe ially
in s ale and a

eptable

al ulation times. The

e ient usage of high performan e
rene or

omputers. Depending on the CETEP results, it might be ne essary to

hange the eld solving methods, espe ially the interpolation from the elds to the parti les needs

to be addressed for larger
partly in

onsidering the huge dieren es

ode will be parallelized and optimized in order to ensure

ell sizes. Similarly, the other parts of the s heme will be improved and rened,

ooperation with our partners.
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